I am True Parents, we have to prepare the environment for Heavenly Parent
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Unofficial notes from Mathew Huish

My rushed and incomplete notes from True Mother’s speech at the victory celebration:

I'm very happy, very pleased.
All of you have worked so hard, I know that.
I'm very proud of all of you.
But I'd like to add a few words.
Because I am True Parents we have to prepare the environment for Heavenly Parent. But even if there is no environment, we must prepare the environment.

We were missionaries in the USA, preparing the environment there.

When they didn't understand the coming of True Parents, the family and youth were breaking apart. In order to solve those problems True Parents came as doctors and firefighters.

Whether they were hippies, they listened to the light of truth and joined the Unification Movement. They were reborn. The Unification Movement increased tenfold. The politicians were threatened by our movement, saying we were a threat. So they banned True Father. They made problems. You know the story of Danbury? He was forced into prison against false accusations.

After the Seonghwa of True Father, what was his goal? National restoration, to find God's nation.
You here today, do you love Father?

What must we do? We must conquer the politicians. I'm not asking you to become presidents. The people not on God's side will accuse us. I've proclaimed Cheon Il Guk, under the sovereignty of True Parents. The people who don't know the providence would like to create problems. I'm not a naive person. We don't march forward without knowing the consequences.

In the next year we must accomplish national restoration. I'm telling you that we must do it.

In your nation you must become the owner of the politicians. You have to build the environment where politicians kneel down asking for guidance.

I'm going to watch you for the next 6 months. I'm going to strengthen the internal powers.

In one nation… do you know how many secretary generals are in the president's office? I'll make sure to make an office that equals the power of a presidency.

I'm going to make a powerful and mighty government so that politicians cannot ignore us.

From now on you must make your dedication to make this happen.

I'm going to wait for you. I've already opened the media for you. Please give me your opinions, I'll listen to your words.

Especially today you are all proud registered members of Cheon Bo. I've established the foundation and you've register with Cheon Bo. We must do our best until the moment God can clap his hands for us. Will you do that? Then I'll count on you.

In all responsible areas and in your families may Heavenly Parent's blessing be abundant!